# Department of Systems Pharmacology and Translational Therapeutics

**Spring 2017 Seminar Series Schedule**

*All Seminars are held in Smilow Center for Translational Research, 10-146 at 12PM unless otherwise noted.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Jan. 23, 2017 | Roel Verhaak, PhD  
Professor and Associate Director of Computational Biology, The Jack Laboratory-Genomic Medicine, Farmington, Connecticut  
“Molecular Dissection of Disease Evolution in Glioma” |
| Jan. 30, 2017 | Alan Tang (Kahn Lab)  
“Unexpected Mechanisms of Cerebral Cavernous Malformations”  
Ian Henrich (Chou Lab)  
“Dysregulation of Interferon Signaling by the USP6 Oncogene as a Potential Therapeutic Target” |
| Feb. 6, 2017  | Claire Meurice (Jordan-Sciutto Lab)  
Jennifer Chan (Bale Lab)  
“Paternal Stress Programming of Offspring Neurodevelopment” |
| Feb. 13, 2017 | Dylan Marchione (Garcia Lab); Lumenas Louis (Weiner Lab) |
| Feb. 20, 2017 | Eddie Chuang (Shorter Lab); Madhu Yennawar (Jensen Lab) |
| Feb. 27, 2017 | Edwin Yoo (Panettieri Lab); Rebecca Myers (Klein Lab)  
“APC Regulation of GSK-3” |
| Mar. 6, 2017  | Michael Klichinsky (June Lab); Nick Minutolo (Powell Lab) |
| Mar. 13, 2017 | Isabelle Lee (Penning Lab); Izmarie Poventud Fuentes (Brass Lab) |
| Mar. 20, 2017 | Vera Moiseenkova-Bell, PhD  
Mt. Sinai Scholar, Associate Professor of Pharmacology  
Case Western Reserve University  
“Molecular Insight into the Structure and Function of TRPV Channels” |
| Mar. 27, 2017 | Frank Scheer, PhD  
Associate Professor, Harvard Medical School,  
Neuroscientist, Div. of Sleep and Circadian Disorders, Dept. of Med and Neurology, Brigham and Women’s Hospital  
“Talk Title” |
| Apr. 3, 2017  | Anthony Gitter, PhD  
Assistant Professor, Department of Biostatistics & Medical Informatics and Investigator, Morgridge Institute for Research, University of Wisconsin  
“Sifting and Winnowing Protein Targets with Biological Network Analysis” |
| Apr. 10, 2017 | Jessica Murray (Penning Lab); Grace Coggins (Maris Lab) |
| May 1, 2017   | Mia Krolikoski (Pure Lab); Theresa Patten (De Biasi Lab) |
| May 8, 2017   | Amber Wang (Kaestner Lab); Christie Ojiaku (Panettieri Lab); Cheyenne Allenby (Lerman Lab) |

For additional information please contact:  
Camie Minieri 215-898-8416/Minieri@upenn.edu